It is shown that in Israeli Hebrew, as well as in biblical Hebrew, the location of sttess may have a "phonemic" function, in that it distinguishes between otherwise identical morpho-phonological patterns. Sttess location can determine syntactic, temporal, and similar categorial differences as well as semantic nuances.
INTRODUCTION
The verb component of Hebrew is more closed than the noun/adjective system. Nouns are borrowed relatively freely and are often adopted intact. while borrowed verbs are absorbed more selectively and undergo considerable morpho-phonological change in the transition. Even though stress assignment in verbs varies according to the type of stem or suffix involved (see below), once a new verb is incorporated, all its various realizations conform to the stress assignment principles applying to the verb system as a whole) The noun/adjective system, in contrast, is relatively open, and the distribution of stress is consequently more complex and more variable. requiring considerable lexical marking. This article begins with a discussion of the complexity of stress assignment in nouns and adjectives, and pro-
• I am grateful to Baruch Podolsky and to Ora Schwarzwald for Iheir useful comments on an earlier version of !his paper. 1 As pointed out to me by Outi Bat-EI. Ihere is al least one interesting exception to this generalization. Bolozky (S. Bolozky, "On Ihe New Imperative in Colloquial Hebrew, " HAR 3 (1979) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] shows thal in Israeli Hebrew. what appears to be Ihe "reinstated" formal imperative is in fact the future tense form used imperatively, with its prefix "chopped off," e.g .• lisg6r '(you m.s. will) close!' > sg6r. lisger( '(you f.s. will) close!' > sger(. When the fIrSt radical of Ihe root is J, and Ihe resulting consonant cluster violates Ihe sonority hierarchy, insertion of the minimal vowel e is required. This e, however, is assigned primary stress in colloquial Hebrew, in violation of Ihe general stress assignment rule for such Corms: lerd( '(you f.s. will) come downl' > rldi (not the formal redl), leW '(you f.s. will) go!' > l/xi (not the Cormal lal). Clearly,lhis is in analogy to the closest pattern available, of 'hollow' roots with a middle w or y, as in kUmj '(you C.s.) get up!' Bolozky: Stress Placement ceeds to show how the location of stress may even serve a "phonemic" function, systematically distinguishing between segmentally similar forms that serve different semantic or syntactic functions. To a limited extent, this phonemic role may be argued to have a precursor in the biblical Hebrew verb system as well.
'MOBILE' AND 'FIXED' STRESS IN ISRAELI HEBREW AND THE ROLE OF SUFFIXES IN DETERMINING STRESS ASSIGNMENT
Podolsky,2 following Rosen,3 classifies Hebrew nouns for stress purposes as having either 'mobile' or 'stable' stress. The classification is largely dependent on the type of suffix involved. A derivational suffix is one that in creating a new word also changes the major syntactic category (e.g., noun to adjective or vice versa, noun to verb or vice versa) or the semantic feature composition (e.g., a stative verb to a causative one) of the base to which it is appended; when attached to the base, it forms a new lexical item; and is independent of sentence structure. An inflectional suffix does not change the major syntactic category or the basic semantics of the base, but specifies its gender, number, case, person, tense, mood, voice, etc. Its realization is determined by sentence structure, and it does not fomi a new lexical item. Formation of new words by inflection is thus more predictable and more regular than formation by derivation. In the majority of Hebrew nouns, stress shifts to an appended derivational suffix, even when the noun-stem is borrowed. as in:
( 'virtual,' trivyali 'trivial,' which suggest4 that stress determination in borrowings is often associated directly with particular foreign (derivational) affixes, or with foreign strings perceived as foreign suffixes, probably determined by substratum influences of the source or substratum language (Polish, Russian, Gennan, French, English, Arabic, Yiddish, etc.) .
Inflectional suffixes like +alit, +im, +ot also cause stress to shift normally from the noun/adjective stem (xaver 'friend m.s.' -xavera 'friend f.s.' -xaverfm 'friends m.p.' -xaverot 'friends f.p. '), but when they are appended to what Schwarzwald 5 labels 'unintegrated' items, including borrowed stems, proper names, acronyms, games (mostly children's), units of mass names, and some individually marked lexical items, the position of main stress tends to remain fixed, that is, the nonnal shift does not apply:6 Bat-E17 also recognizes the important role of suffixes in stress assignment, and distinguishes between 'accenting' and 'pre-accenting' suffixes. So do Melfuk and Podolsky,8 the first to propose a complete account of the modem Hebrew stress system for nominals, borrowed as well as native. They postulate a tripartite division between strong affixes, which are obligatorily stressed, weak ones that are never stressed, and neutral ones, which may be stressed, but not obligatorily. Thus, in the verb system, for instance, suffixes with an initial consonant are 'pre-accenting' (e.g., katavti 'I wrote,' katavnu 'we wrote'), whereas suffixes beginning with a vowel tend to be accented (e.g .
• kaIVu 'they wrote,' yixtevu 'they will write'), except for the past tense of hijtil (e.g., hixt(va 'she dictated,' yaxt[vu 'they will dictate') and past/future forms derived from the so-called 'hollow' roots (e.g., ktlmu 'they got up,' yakumu 'they will get up') and from the so-called 'double' ones (e.g., hegena 'she defended,' yagenu 'they will defend'). As pointed out above, the situation is more complex in the noun/adjective system.
The term 'unintegrated' proposed by Schwarzwald is appropriate only in part. Since the majority of Hebrew words are stressed on the final syllable, Schwarzwald takes it for granted that word-final stress is the natural choice. And indeed, in inflectional derivation involving bases that were borrowed long ago, such as Greek, Roman, or Aramaic words, stress shifts to an inflectional suffix as it does in the native lexicon. Stable stress, however, is generally characteristic of more recent items. But the very fact that certain types of recent innovations, as well as some colloquial alternates of frequent lexical items, do maintain stable stress, may also suggest that today fixed stress is in fact a natural option when words are inflected. In other words, it may be argued, as Noyman does, that under certain conditions, Hebrew speakers prefer not to move the stress to an inflectional affix in order to keep the base maximally transparent; when they do shift stress to an inflectional suffix, it is under the pressure of the less natural normative system. 9 'Unintegrated' is thus quite appropriate for normative Hebrew, which follows the model of earlier phases of the language, but not necessarily for colloquial Israeli Hebrew. Some evidence for Noyman's claim will be presented below, in the section on +i and +ai. At this point, one can already point out that there are cases of native stems, or ones that were nativized long ago, which do maintain stable stress when inflectional affixes are appended, like gUda 'ice cream' -gUdot 'ice cream types/cones.' Furthermore, the above generalization that a derivational suffix triggers stre~s shift is often violated when the unmarked adjectival suffix (the nfsba) +i and the unmarked nominalization suffix +ut are involved. In the case of the former, most instances involve a borrowed stem, or residents of countries and geographical places, though an occasional native stem may also be affected: (4 The question of how to deal with residents of countries and geographical places (see the last four examples above) will be discussed in some detail below. As for cases with +ut, they appear to be restricted to forms ending in +iyut: Since these two derivational suffixes, +i and +ut (or actually +iyut), are quite productive and fairly automatic, they share some features with inflectional suffixes, which may account for their behavior with regard to stress. The highly colloquial (and 'familiar') nature of these items may play a role as well (see below). Still, one would need to separate those cases of +i and +(iy)ut that do not carry primary stress from those that do.
Some instances of mobile stress in borrowed words lO mayor may not be accounted for by reference to particular suffixes:
Podolsky considers explaining these shifts through avoidance of stress assignment four syllables away from the end of the word, but then rejects this explanation, in view of the existence of forms with suffixes like +iyot, where stress does fall on the fourth syllable from the end: In addition, there are other isolated cases where stress falls four syllables from the end of the word: pumpernikel 'pumpernickel,' n6kautim 'knockouts' « n6kaut 'knockout'). These counterexamples, however, do not constitute sufficient evidence against a restriction on primary stress being placed four syllables from the end of the word. The i in 'Slumperiyot etc., as well as the u in n6kautim, could be considered "extra-metrical." Such vowels are very weak, and the two-vowel sequence is often diphthongized, that is, llumperyot and n6kawtim, respectively. Bolozky: Stress Placement is also manifest in secondary stress not being placed on them. Secondary stress in Israeli Hebrew tends to alternate fairly regularly,ll that is, is normally assigned to every other syllable away from the main stress. The alternating stress pattern should have been '" llumperiyot, then, but speakers skip over this i when secondary stress is assigned. In other words, speakers normally treat these items as containing three-vowel sequences, as if that i "did not count." Thus, while stress placement four syllables away from the end is possible,12 its marginality suggests that a restriction on such configuration may be maintained, with some modifications.
The tele/on-type forms above also have some relevance to the association of stress in borrowings with affixes. In words like tele/on,6tobus, teleskop, stress tends to be associated with particular derivational affixes, tele+, oto+, mfni+, which attract primary stress to themselves. If a suffix is added, placing stress four syllables away from the end of the word, the main stress shifts, but secondary stress still falls on the prefix. It is possible that when a suffix is added, the placing of main stress on the last stem vowel rather than anywhere else is affected by the "pull" of the prefix, which still attracts the secondary stress to itself, as in tele/onim. Had the primary stress fallen on the second or final vowel, that is, *teie/onim or "'tele/onlm, regularly-alternating secondary stress would not have been assigned to the first e in tele.
STRESS ASSIGNMENT AS A MEANS OF DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN PHONETICALLY·SIMILAR PATTERNS
While primary stress in borrowed Hebrew words may be determined by particular word formation patterns (usually characterized by an appended suffix), the question remains whether the inverse is also true, that is, that systematically-different stress assignment would also signal morphological and semantic distinctions, even if the forms concerned appear to be similar.
Just as stress distinguishes permit (N) from permit (V), convert from convert, etc., so too some classes of Israeli Hebrew words can be distinguished through stress placement. Two well-known groups of words dis-11 See S. Bolozlcy, "Remarks on Rhylhmic SIreSS in Modern Hebrew." Journal of Linguistics 18 (1982) 275-289.
121bere is one relaled case, sencftor 'senator' > senowrim -sendtorim, where the variant senot6rim cannot be accounled for by the proposed avoidance or SIreSS assignmenl four syllables from the end. One possibility is lhal a parallel tendency exists (by analogy?), by which a final rounded vowel in a borrowed stem attracts the primary stress to itself once a suffIX is added. Butlhis requires further examination. Whether or not under the influence of Yiddish, the penultimately stressed forms are associated with a degree of familiarity/intimacy. Also, there are cases where patterns like CoCeC or CaCaC, for instance, are distinguished from their penultimately-stressed segolate counterparts through stress assignment:
Our purpose here, however, is to find out whether differences in stress placement only signal differences among similar lexical items or may also go beyond that, to distinguish between morphological patterns that are similar, but not identical. In the first two classes of items above, there is no evidence from other Semitic languages, and in spite of apparent counterexamples and alternative solutions that have been proposed (related to aspect! modality, syntactic context, etc.), Zevit convincingly argues in favor of "reinstating" the claim that phonemic stress may capture tense differences in biblical Hebrew. That the tense difference between the two yiqtol forms may be marked through a difference in stress assignment is indicated by the use of the so-called "short form" of the verb versus the long one. Generally, verbs indicating the past with "weak" consonants in second or third root position in palal use the short form with penultimate stress (as in wayyiiqom 17 'he rose,' wayyiven 'he built'), whereas those referring to the present-future use the "long form" with final stress (yaqum, yivne) . When the conjunction wa twa is used in both, sort-of "minimal pairs" emerge, as in: It is possible, of course, that it is the short versus long fonn per se that indicates tense in such fonns, and that the stress distinction is only secondary. However, the qiital variants do provide actual pairs distinguished only by the position of stress. In regular verbs, when the suffixes +ti, +ta, and +tem Iten are associated with the past tense, they are nonnally preceded by penultimate stress, as in dibbarti 'I spoke' etc. When they refer to the present-future, it is usually the suffix itself that is stressed, as in wadibbart( 'I will speak.' When the fonn indicating the past tense is also followed by a conjunction, as in wadibbartf ' Thus, stress had contrastive status already in biblical Hebrew. Three similar cases in Israeli Hebrew are discussed below. In the first, the difference in stress placement also signals a categorical (syntactic as well as semantic) distinction. In the other two cases, the minimal pairs are very close Bolozky: Stress Placement and the difference in stress assignment identifies smaller and less obvious semantic or functional distinctions.
The Two maCCuC Patterns and Their Semantic/Syntactic Distinctions
Bolozky argues that Hebrew has borrowed from Arabic not only individual words in the maCCuC pattern, such as mabsut 'happy' or majnun 'crazy,' but also the maCCuC pattern itself, as a somewhat-productive word formation device in the realm of slang.1 8 Thus, although m a b 'U s 'depressed: a variant of mevo'as, is ultimately derived from Arabic ba'sa' 'misery: it is nevertheless an original Hebrew creation; so too, magnuv 'wonderful, attractive,' the variant of ganuv. It cannot be argued that such innovations in maCCuC are based on native Hebrew maCCUC, as in manful 'lock,' rnalbus 'piece of clothing,' maslul 'lane,' or mac pun 'conscience: Despite the similarity of the patterns, significant distinctions exist between the native Hebrew and Arabic-related words. All the native Hebrew items are nouns while the Arabic-related ones are adjectives (or nouns characterized by these adjectives)-a semantic distinction with syntactic implications. And the stress pattern is different as well-a phonemic distinction. While the plurals of the former carry word-fmal stress, as in mantulfm 'locks,' maslulfm 'lanes,' the latter maintain their lexical stress when an affix is added (Le., stress is stable): Thus, in Arabic-related maCCuC, stable stress, as distinct from (regular) mobile stress, distinguishes between two seemingly-identical stem forms, which are also different in syntactic category (adjectives and related nouns versus a group of unrelated nouns). That Arabic-related maCCuC will preserve its stable stress when an inflectional suffix is appended is predicted by its 'unintegrated' status, but may also reflect its familiar/ intimate connotation. 18 It borrowed words from English for agents as well as for instruments: (17) ftiyter 'fIghter' m£kser'mixer'
Such words were borrowed as atomic units, suffixes included, and there are no free-standing words in Hebrew such as *mdx(n}, *pil, *fars16fn, *kibic, *b6yl, *start, *m£ks, *fr£z. So they have no direct bearing on the "psychological reality" of the +er suffix in Israeli Hebrew. But in other cases the borrowed word, although already containing +er to start with in the source language, also has a Hebrew alternate without +er, which suggests that Hebrew speakers indeed treat it as a suffIx. Such is the case in the following items borrowed from Yiddish: Thus there is some evidence for the existence in Israeli Hebrew of an independent +er suffix forming words in which stress always falls on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable. When new words are formed in this pattern in Israeli Hebrew, they appear to be restricted to instruments. This is not surprising. As shown in Bolozky,19 speakers often do not distinguish between human agents and instruments, treating them both as 'performers' of the action-thus accounting, for instance, for normative instrumental maghec 'iron (N)' being realized as agent/performer megahec, ma/ceax 'nutcracker' as me/aceax, etc. However, a final +er is not always unstressed. There is a group of forms, semantically agentive, in which stress falls on the final +er itself. In most cases, such +er is usually preceded by on, as in: (21 For the majority of words ending with +er, a one-syllable base results in Yiddish/English type +er with non-ultimate stress, and a longer one in French type ultimately stressed +er, but this is not always the case. We have/adM/ener 'sleepy, drowsy person' and k(bicer 'kibitzer' on the one hand, and std! 'internship' > stazer 'intern,' fuks 'luck, serendipity' > fuksyoner 'lucky person (by serendipity), on the other. So the length of the base, though possibly relevant, is not sufficient to determine the location of stress or the recent differentiation in function (instrumental unstressed +er versus agentive stressed +er). There are two possible accounts here: either the presence of a vowel at the end of the stem causes the insertion of the unmarked nasal, n, to avoid an undesirable two-vowel sequence when it occurs, or the 'French-related' suffix has indeed been restructured, and for newly-formed items is now +oner, and in the case of krizyoner, bastyoner, andfuksyoner, possibly even +yoner (+yoner in krizyoner and bastyoner probably arose in analogy to earlier mafyoner). The latter analysis (i.e., an underlying /+oner/ or /+yonerl) accounts for the final a being replaced by o in ugdoner etc. If a basic a is involved, it is elided before +0 (e.g., /ugda+oner/ > ugdoner), and when the stem itself ends with +on, the two on sequences blend into one (/siryon+oner/ > siryoner). Alternatively, we may simply assume an +er suffix with final stress for the siryoner and bizyoner items (in addition to milyarder and stazer, of course), but a separate +yoner will still be required. So the 'French-based' suffix is +er with final stress, which in some cases appears to have been restructured into +oner or +yoner. It is also possible that by now, with its final stress, +er/+(y )oner is conceived of as a native suffix. Thus, although the Yiddish! English +er and the 'French-based' (or by now native) +er/+(y)oner are functionally quite similar, from a morpho-phonological point of view +er and +er are two independent suffixes. It is possible that as already suggested above, the two types of +er separated by stress assignment also reflect an emerging semantic difference: while 'French-related' +er is clearly agentive, 'Yiddish-related' +er is being narrowed down to instruments. Thus, understanding of stress placement as related to suffixes enables us to distinguish between apparently similar suffixes that are not identical.
+i and +a i
Another illustration involves attributive adjectives and related nouns ending with +i/+ai. Although the attributive suffix +i is related to the Arabic nfsba, and became productive under the influence of the nfsba only in Medieval Hebrew, there is little to suggest that it is conceived of as foreign. As noted above, when +i is appended to native stems, it generally follows the normative pattern and carries final stress, as in yaldut 'childhood' > yaldutf 'childish,' teva l 'nature' > tivlf 'natural'; when appended to 'normatively unintegrated' stems, main stress is assigned to the preceding vowel, as in impuis(vi 'impulsive,' demokrati 'democratic.' A similar claim would apparently be made regarding agentive nouns or their attributes which end with +ai or +a ';.2 0 When the stem is native or 'normatively integrated,' stress is word-fmal, as in: (24) Thus, it appears that each of the suffixes, +i and +ai, has two variants: one with final stress, reflecting full nonnative 'integration,' the other with stress falling on the penultimate syllable, owing to 'absence of nonnative integration.' We already noted that Hebrew geographical names typically carry penultimate stress when +i is appended (yerusalmi 'Ierusalemite,' telavfvi 'resident of Tel Aviv,' etc.), and on the other hand there are some non-native 'gentilic' tenns (i.e., referring to members of nations) where fmal +i is stressed: As shown above, there are also non-native +ai cases with final stress, such as muzikai. sportai, and kiyoskai. In some cases, the period elapsed since a particular word was introduced into the language may account for integration, but certainly not always, as demonstrated by ye ruMlmi 'Jerusalemite,' wedi 'Swede; Swedish,' etc.
Since the majority of 'normatively integrated' forms with +i carry fmal stress, lexical marking will probably be required for most occurrences of +i where stress does not shift from the stem to the suffix. However, insofar as gentilic terms and residents of geographical locations are concerned (or their related adjectives), +i preceded by primary stress is actually the default case. This is particularly true of residents of towns and cities: (27) Finally-stressed ?tunisaf, rarely attested, is highly fonnal; parizaf is more fonnal than the familiar parizai, but not to the same extent. Generally, the default case for +ai is final stress; penultimately stressed +ai is rarer, and will require lexical marking. On the other hand, since (as already noted) in gentilic terms and residents of geographical locations with +i, penultimate stress is commoner, it is fmally-stressed +i that is the ex-ception. This distribution may often be correlated with degree of formality, particularly when two variants of the same fonn are involved: a suffix with fmal stress is usually associated with a higher register than an unstressed or penultimately stressed suffix. In our case, the default final stress of +ai would usually thus signal a higher register: tunisaf 'Tunisian,' parizai 'Parisian' are more fonnal than tunisdi andparizdi, respectively. The default penultimate stress preceding +i would generally be associated with a lower register, as in svedi 'Swedish, Swede' versus bedf above.
The different defaults for +i and +ai in tenns referring to residents of locations and members of nations (penultimate and fmal, respectively) may be helpful in identifying the underlying suffix when the stem ends with a: are we dealing with +i that is appended to the base a, or with an atomic +ai that has been added to a stem, resulting in the elision of the a at the end of the stem? The argument for an atomic +ai and concomitant elision of the base a is that for many of these agentive +ai fonns there exist parallel +i Telling whether a particular +i-form with an a base involves +i or +ai is reasonably straightforward when each suffix is semantically distinct from the other, that is, when the +ai form is a noun (usually agentive), while the +i counterpart designates an attributive adjective. But +i forms are not always attributive, nor is +ai necessarily restricted to nouns. There are areas of semantic and function overlap in which both affixes legitimately coexist, and where it is difficult to tell them apart. This is what happens in some +i and +ai forms are derived from proper nouns constituting place names and nation names, forming either attributes of these names, or beings characterized by these attributes, and there are no 'minimal pairs' of the palest(ni -palestinai type. Thus, it is hard to establish a priori whether an atomic +a( is involved, or an +i appended to a stem ending with a in some terms referring to residents of geographical places: (under certain conditions) to break away from the "bonds" of normative tmal stress and to opt for stable stress when inflectional affixes are appended. As noted above, Noyman argues that it is no accident that some recent natural inflectional derivations, unhampered by puristic intervention, maintain fixed stress, and proposes the following reasons:
(a) The lexical weight of an inflectional affix is lighter than that of a derivational one, and the relalive weight of the stem to which it is attached is heavier. which prevents stress from shifting to the suffix;
(b) Leaving stress on the base is the best way to maintain its transparency. as is the case in any linear derivation. When stress shifts to the affix. the derivation is no longer truly linear. It may not be 'discontinuous.' but it is not fully linear either.
To support his claim, Noyman traces the historical development of gentilic terms and related languages. and usually functions as an adjective. It is possible that when there is a related language ending with +(1, the feminine form is differentiated by the suffix +iyya (there is no 'ivrft 'Hebrew' language in the Bible). In Mishnaic Hebrew, the preferred feminine form ends with +(t (for both gentilic nouns and adjectives, as well as for languages, that is, 'ivril 'Hebrew,' yawllnft 'Greek'), unless there already exists a biblical +iyya form. When Hebrew was revived as a spoken language around the tum of the twentieth century, the 'revivers,' who tended to have preference for the biblical model anyway, decided to 'regularize' the system, and maintain the morphological distinction between the language and the feminine form throughout.
